GORILLA TREKKING IN UGANDA
VARIOUS ITINERARY OPTIONS
Uganda has long held the mystery of
watching a family of gorillas moving
through the jungle, so majestic, yet so
vulnerable. It is our privilege to offer
exclusive, tailored African Gorilla safaris
for families, couples and small groups.
We have access to the best safari
guides and safari camps/lodges. We
navigate you away from the crowds, and
into the wildest, most spectacular
wildlife areas. No two safaris are ever
the same, because your family is
unique. Every safari we arrange for our
guests aids in the conservation of
Africa’s wildlife and wilderness and
helps to uplift and empower local
communities.
Let your imagination run wild, as you
feel yourself tremble in awe at the
proximity of such magnificent creatures.
Photos by Pannell’s Tours, Map courtesy of
WikiTravel
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14 DAY SAFARI – UNVEILING THE PEARL
This expedition will introduce you to the stunning landscapes, amazing wildlife, as well as the diverse sights
and sounds of Uganda, the Pearl of Africa. The journey takes you from the savannahs of northern Uganda,
to the lush southwest and then to hilly eastern Uganda - an adventure guaranteed to awaken you to the
enchanting beauty of Uganda. Unveiling the Pearl is a 14 day journey taking you through Murchison Falls
National Park for an authentic safari with roaming giraffe, elephant and countless other animals going
about their day; a boat ride to the bottom of the Murchison Falls will take your breath away, as the power
of these falls feeds into the Nile. The expedition continues through Kibale Forest in western Uganda for an
exciting chimpanzee trekking experience.

Murchison Falls National Park

At the base of Murchison Falls

Chimpanzee trekking
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After a thrilling adventure with the chimps, we explore Queen Elizabeth National Park, taking a game drive
and boat trip viewing wildlife along the way - elephant, hippo, buck, a variety of birds and so much more!
On to the mountainous and cooler region of Kabale, where we will explore one of the deepest lakes in
Africa, Lake Bunyonyi, dotted with terraced islands. Then off to Jinja, where we will enjoy a sunset dinner
cruise on the by the source of the mighty Nile River.
10 DAYS – BEST OF WEST UGANDA – INTO THE WILD
Ten daysa of true Uganda safari experience. First into the magnificent Murchison Falls National Park on an
exciting traditional safari to view giraffe, elephant, buck, wildebeest, rare bird species and prehistoric like
reptiles. A scenic drive to the southwestern region to Ishasha, found within Queen Elizabeth National Park
where we will encounter the rare tree-climbing lions and a change in flora and fauna in this hilly ecosystem.
The peak of this adventure is the once-in-a-lifetime gorilla trekking experience in Bwindi Impenetrable
Forest, interacting with Uganda’s gorilla community, some of the last remaining gorillas in the world. We
conclude in the capital city, Kampala to experience the everyday hustle and bustle of this urban center.
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6 DAYS – INTO THE MIST
Into the Mist is our signature six-day journey taking you from the savannahs of central Uganda through the
mountainous Bwindi Impenetrable Forest in the southwestern region of Uganda. We will begin this journey
by making our way across Uganda through the plains of Lake Mburo for horseback safari where you will see
all types of wildlife including zebra, buck, and gazelles, while enjoying Uganda’s lush countryside. This will
be followed with an unforgettable encounter with the mountain gorilla in Uganda’s tropical forest. This
exclusive gorilla expedition is only offered with a special permit and will allow you to see some of the last
remaining gorillas in the world. This adventure will conclude with an excursion on the surging rapids of the
mighty Nile River for a white water rafting escapade. This is the ultimate experience for you to enjoy
Uganda’s most thrilling attractions, while simultaneously enjoying the amazing sights and sounds of the
Pearl of Africa.

8 DAYS – 1000 HILLS JOURNEY (UGANDA & RWANDA) – THE WILD WEST
The Wild West is an eight day journey through Queen Elizabeth National Park, Gorilla Trekking in Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest, and then a unique tour of Rwanda, with its amazing scenic views and historical
treasures of its ancient kingdoms. From an authentic safari, viewing countless animals, in one of Uganda’s
most magical national parks to an incredible encounter with the Mountain Gorillas of southern Uganda, to
the rolling hills and clean lakes of Rwanda, this is one expedition which will remain with your forever.
Visitors are exposed to contrasts of beauty and tragedy with a visit to the genocide memorial museum in
Kigali. The diverse flora and fauna of East Africa will be sure to excite all your senses, while you are
introduced to the unique cultures and customs of both Uganda and Rwanda.
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12 DAYS – WILD AND CULTURAL ADVENTURE
This 12 day trip takes you to the remote areas of Uganda where you will experience the culture of a few of
the 56 tribes making up “The Pearl of Africa. '' The safari concentrates on the eastern, north eastern and
western Uganda.
On the trip you will cover the source of the Nile on the longest freshwater river (the Nile River) together
with lake Victoria, then depart to Sipi Falls, then Pian Upe, Moroto where you will meet, dine and mingle
with the Karamajongs who share a similar culture with the Masai. This eye opening cultural experience is
followed by a big game safari in the Kidepo Valley National Park, neighbouring Kenya. This trip will cover
visits to Kidepo Valley, Murchison Falls, Pian Upe and Kibale National Parks.
5 DAYS – BEST OF KIDEPO VALLEY NATIONAL PARK
Fly to the savannah wilderness of Kidepo Valley National Park, in the very northern reaches of Uganda.
Discover this remote landscape from the comfort of your 4x4 vehicle, seeking out the savannah wildlife and
immersing yourself in the golden plains with a walking safari. Unwind at an exclusive lodge in the heart of
the park, cool off in the swimming pool carved out from the rock, relax on shaded sun loungers and enjoy
unparalleled levels of service, matched only by stunning savannah views. An unforgettable trip of luxury
awaits you!
(At the time of publishing these itineraries, COVID-19 restrictions do not require a PCR test on arrival in
Uganda as long as you have one within 72hours)

These itineraries can be combined and customized to suit your interests and time
available. Dare to Dream with us and make sure to include this incredible destination in
your future travel plans!
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